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Abstract
This article focuses on market-driven collection of personal data and its regulation in China. It argues that there is a grow-
ing demand for personal data from China’s advertising, marketing, and credit reporting businesses. Meanwhile, the rapid
development of the Internet, notably social media and e-commerce, has generated very large pools of personal data on
digital platforms. These two factors contribute to the fast growth of both legitimate and illegitimate collection and exploita-
tion of personal information. Chinese laws and regulations lag behind the market and are not ready to regulate personal
data as a key economic resource. They scatter in a wide array of economic and social sectors and lack a coherent structure
and effective enforcement mechanism. Unspecified overarching rationale, ambivalent market regulation, inadequate en-
forcement, as well as safety risks of governmental databases are problems that hinder the protection of personal data in
China. The role and implications of the new Internet Security Law, entering into force in June 2017, remain to be seen.
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1. Introduction
The protection of personal data is a serious problem in
China, especially on the Internet. About 70 percent of
Chinese Internet users have had their personal informa-
tion leaked, including names, phone numbers, home ad-
dresses, ID card numbers, and workplace information
(Ni, 2004; Z. Yang, 2016). Students preparing for exams
receive phone calls and text messages that try to sell
them preparation materials and books (Han Li, 2014).
Credit card holders’ information were sold online for
prices as low as 2,000 yuan (US$290) for one hundred
thousand records (Lin Wang, 2015). In a national survey
that collected more than one million responses, 81 per-
cent surveyed have received phone calls from unfamiliar
numbers appearing to know their personal information
(Sohu.com, 2016). Illegal collection and sale of personal
data have become an underground industry (Dong, 2012;
J. Wang et al., 2016). In the first quarter of 2015, more
than one billion personal data records were illegally dis-
closed (Lin Wang, 2015). In 2016, an investigative news
story found that 700 yuan (US$100) can buy information
on the whereabouts of just any person, including the ex-
act time that she/he checked into a hotel room (J. Wang
et al., 2016).
This article examines the growing market of personal
data in China and its regulation by law. The protection
of personal data is generally considered a privacy issue.
In Nissenbaum’s (2010) theoretical framework of contex-
tual integrity, privacy is about the flow of personal in-
formation, defined as “information about an identifiable
person” (p. 4). To address the problem of data privacy is
not “simply restricting the flow of information but ensur-
ing that it flows appropriately” (Nissenbaum, 2010, p. 2,
emphasis original), and the regulation of personal data is
in essence to adjudicate on the legitimacy of “novel flows
of information” (p. 232) in specific contexts. Drawing on
her arguments, matters of personal data in present-day
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China need to be examined first and foremost as growing
and transforming flows of individual-related information.
The key questions are how to contextualize the growth of
such flows, how to conceptualize the generation, collec-
tion, usage, transfer, and disposal of personal data, and
how current law and regulations intervene and address
privacy-related controversies.
Situating data flows in market and economic con-
texts, this article argues that personal data in China are
commodified information produced and circulated to
serve the need of businesses including advertising, mar-
keting, personal lending, and credit reporting. Data ac-
quisition, processing, and transfer are market activities
centering on the control and trading of personal infor-
mation as an important economic resource. Therefore,
the regulation of personal data is essentially market reg-
ulation that governs a key profit-generating resource,
and must be assessed and evaluated as such. China’s
laws and regulations lag behind the market, lack a co-
herent structure, and are not properly enforced. By rec-
ognizing the key role of the market in fostering personal
data flow in present-day China, this research provides a
contextualized analysis of legal development and high-
lights an often-neglected economic aspect of Chinese
laws and regulations.
The following first examines the market and industry
of personal data and documents the explosive growth of
data flows as part of China’s economic and Internet de-
velopment. The next section overviews the transforma-
tion of the law and identifies key components in the reg-
ulatory framework. The Discussion section addresses a
number of problems in China’s personal data laws and
regulations, including unspecified overarching rationale,
ambivalent market regulation, inadequate enforcement,
as well as safety risks of governmental databases. The
Conclusion recaps the main points and briefly considers
topics for future research.
2. The Market and Industry of Personal Data
While market-oriented personal data collection is not
new to China, the rapid development of the Inter-
net has brought about profound changes. On the one
hand, the explosive growth of advertising, marketing,
personal lending, and credit reporting businesses, of-
ten integrated with digital technologies and the Inter-
net, has generated tremendous demand for personal
data. On the other hand, social media, e-commerce sites,
and other new media applications have put together
large pools of individual information. The gathering, pro-
cessing, and trading of personal data have become a
huge market as well as a hotbed for unethical and ille-
gal activities.
2.1. Growing Market Demand for Personal Data
China’s advertising industry has had impressive growth
since the turn of the century, and Internet-based adver-
tising and marketing have been at the forefront of the
growth. Slowing down from 35 percent annual growth
in the early 2000s (Lee, 2012), China’s advertising in-
dustry is expected to maintain two-digit growth through
the late 2010s with Internet advertising as the fastest
growing sub-sector (Efnchina.com, 2014). From 2002 to
2005, Internet advertising revenue increased at an an-
nual rate of 79 percent, significantly exceeding those
in television and newspapers sectors at 15 percent and
11 percent, respectively (Meyer, Michael, & Nettesheim,
2009). Between 2006 and 2015, Internet advertising
maintained two-digit annual growth (China Industry &
Commerce News, 2015; H. Yang, 2013; X. Yang, 2014;
Zhang, 2011), sometimes as high as 75.4 percent (Zhang,
2011). In 2014, Internet advertising total reached 157 bil-
lion yuan (US$23 billion) (China Industry & Commerce
News, 2015), nearly eight times that of 2009’s 20.7 bil-
lion yuan (US$3.1 billion) (Zhang, 2011). It is expected
to reach 400 billion yuan (US$58 billion) in 2018 and
to take up 40 percent of the advertising industrial total
(Efnchina.com, 2014). Shifting away from mass market-
ing toward more precise, targeted models in the digital
environment (Hongmei Li, 2016), advertising in China has
resulted in ever-increasing market demand for informa-
tion on potential customers not as faceless consumers
but as individuals with different preferences and needs.
The fast-growing personal loan industry is also hun-
gry for information on customers. China’s housing re-
form over the past two decades, which moved away
from state-provided housing and encouraged home own-
ership, has created a huge market for housing as well
as personal mortgage. The rapidly expanding home loan
market has pushed traditional loan operations, based
on the experience and judgment of mortgage person-
nel, to its limits and calls for a standard credit risk man-
agement tool to efficiently measure every potential bor-
rower’s creditworthiness (Gan, Li, Wang, & Kao, 2012).
Meanwhile, as part of the Chinese state’s policy to en-
courage consumer spending to boost economic growth,
consumer loans have been quickly on the rise (Gough,
2016; Y. Wang, 2016). In 2016, there are 630 banks,
about 2,500 peer-to-peer lending platforms, 9,000 small
loan companies as well as a number of large consumer
financial services and Internet-based businesses compet-
ing in the personal loan industry (Hu, 2016). Online lend-
ing “boomed” in the early 2010s and outstanding loans
of peer-to-peer lending increased fourteen times from
the start of 2014 to the end of 2015, reaching 440 bil-
lion yuan (US$66.8 billion) (Fung & Magnier, 2016). In
2015, the consumer financing market exceeded nine tril-
lion yuan (US$1.3 trillion), and consumer loan total is
expected to reach 37 trillion yuan (US$5.4 trillion) in
2019 (Hu, 2016). Meanwhile, however, credit risk man-
agement has been a serious problem, and bad loans
take up 13 to 17 percent of online lending (Hu, 2016).
China’s credit reporting system, as discussed below, can-
notmeet the demand of the loan industry. Lenders eager
to issue loans to people with little or none financial his-
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tory, which is not uncommon in China, have been found
to use all sorts of means to guarantee returns, includ-
ing asking for women’s nude selfies as loan collaterals (Y.
Wang, 2016). The industry is in dire need for something
that can help to understand their potential customers’ fi-
nancial profiles better.
2.2. Data Pools of Personal Information on the Internet
The growth of social media, e-commerce, and Internet-
based financial activities in China has created a very large
stock of personal data. While the number of microblog
users has stabilized in the past few years with a slight
decrease from 274 million (June 2012) to 242 million
(June 2016) (China Internet Network Information Center
[CNNIC], 2012b, 2016), China’s messaging applications,
likeWeChat andQQ, have accumulated huge numbers of
users (760 million and 860 million, respectively) (Heine,
2016). Although Chinese Internet users tend to be on
guard against explicit data collecting activities (Z. Wang
& Yu, 2015), they aremore likely (comparedwith their US
counterparts) to share their experience and information
on social media platforms, even with strangers (Nemati,
Wall, & Chow, 2014). A CNNIC social media report in
2012 shows that 62 percent users trust socialmedia sites’
protection of their personal data, and over 70 percent
do not mind their information being used for commer-
cial purposes, as long as it is not leaked (CNNIC, 2012a,
pp. 28–29). Given widespread leakage of personal data
on the Chinese Internet, such trust is less about how
well personal data are protected but more about Chi-
nese users’ insensitivity toward risks associated with so-
cial media postings (CNNIC, 2012a). As a matter of fact,
China’s social media sites provide such “a mountain of
mobile data” that “advertising players are nearly salivat-
ing at the opportunities” (Heine, 2016).
In addition to social media, China’s e-commerce sites
also contribute significantly to the “mountain” of per-
sonal data. While industrial observers in 2009 still main-
tained that “[e]-commerce in China is years behind the
West” (Meyer et al., 2009, p. 25), the early 2010s saw
a massive growth. Online shopping in China kept an an-
nual growth rate of 71 percent from 2009 to 2012 (S.
Wang & Pfanner, 2013). In 2012, Chinese consumers or-
dered US$210 billion worth of goods online and Alibaba
alone processed US$170 billion, more than the US’s eBay
and Amazon combined (China Economic Review, 2013).
Mobile commerce (or m-commerce), retail through mo-
bile devices like smart phones, almost tripled between
2011 and 2012 (China Economic Review, 2013). By June
2016, China had 448 million online shoppers, out of
which 401 million shopped through their mobile phones,
and 455 million people had used some form of online
payment (CNNIC, 2016). On November 11, 2016, the
so-called Single’s Day (a newly invented one-day sales
event), Alibaba posted nearly US$18 billion in sales in
24 hours (The Economist, 2016a). Huge numbers of in-
dividuals shopping for goods and services online create
a very large data pool that contains information on their
names, addresses, bank accounts, credit cards, financial
profiles, shopping preferences, and sometime personal
life situations.
2.3. Market-Driven Exploitation of Personal Data
Market-driven exploitation of personal data in China
started decades earlier than the Internet, yet digital tech-
nology has brought about profound changes to the col-
lection, processing, and transfer of personal and private
information. This sub-section first overviews amore “tra-
ditional” form of personal data collection, and then ex-
amines new dynamics in the digital environment.
Credit reporting, which involves collection of individ-
ual’s banking and credit records to assess one’s credit-
worthiness, has had a long history in contemporary China
andwith significant involvement of leading transnational
companies. Dunn & Bradstreet Corp had been on the
Chinese market since the 1980s (People’s Bank of China,
2013). In 1999, China’s first personal credit reporting
company started business in Shanghai (People’s Bank
of China, 2013). In January 2006, the People’s Bank of
China’s (China’s central bank) personal credit informa-
tion database started operation (People’s Bank of China,
2013). By the end of 2015, the database had grown to
cover 880million people, 380million of which had credit
histories (Hu, 2016). Over the past decade, the central
bank’s personal credit information database has played
an important role to assist banks to assess individual cus-
tomer’s creditworthiness in loan decisions.
However, the inadequacies of the central bank’s
database are dramatically amplified when market need
for personal data rocketed and when Internet growth
generated huge amounts of consumer information. As a
matter of fact, the database has never been sufficiently
large. It relies on banking and credit information from
banks across the country, but only 79 percent of Chinese
people above the age of 15 have bank accounts, and only
10 percent have borrowed from banks (Gough, 2016). It
is estimated that the database only effectively covers 35
percent of the population (Hu, 2016), and can only fulfill
a quarter of market need for personal credit reporting
(Weiland, 2015). In addition, consumer information on
e-commerce platforms and social media sites, priceless
resources for market players, are not part of the bank’s
database. It thus cannot fully meet the demand of the
market in the fast-growing economy.
Filling in the gap are numerous large and small busi-
nesses fervently working to create individual consumer
profiles out of personal data available on the Internet. In
“probably the largest untapped consumer finance mar-
ket globally” (Gough, 2016), credit reporting in China is
potentially a 100 billion yuan (US$14.5 billion) business
(Weiland, 2015). Chinese Internet giants have all created
credit rating subsidiaries to make full use of their user
bases. For example, Alibaba’s Ant Financial Services gath-
ers data from more than 300 million real-name regis-
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tered users, transaction records on Taobao and Tmall,
payment histories on Alipay (similar to Paypal) and in-
vestment activities on Yu’e Bao (an online moneymarket
fundwith 150million users), all of which part of Alibaba’s
gigantic corporate complex (Gough, 2015). Meanwhile,
Tencent’s credit rating subsidiary, Tencent Credit Bureau,
usesmassive data on social media like QQ aswell as from
Tencent’s Internet security applications (Chen, 2015) and
has discovered that social media data can significantly
help with credit risk analysis (Lin, 2015).
In this nascent and fast-growing industry, new credit
rating businesses use all kinds of “non-traditional” meth-
ods to collect and process personal data, many of which
borders on privacy infringement. In addition to off-line in-
vestigations that look into court records, restaurant files,
transportation data, “number of toothbrushes or towels”
in bathrooms, and “dirty dishes in the kitchen” (Gough,
2016; Y.Wang, 2016), credit rating companies track one’s
digital footprint to look for anything that may inform
them of a potential borrower’s likelihood of default. In-
formation deemed useful include “social-network con-
nections, web-browsing habits, how they fill out on-
line forms and their online purchases” (Lohr, 2015),
search histories and online chatting records (Gough,
2016; Y. Wang, 2016), as well as one’s social circles
and friends’ creditworthiness (Clover, 2016). Some cell
phone applications collect “hundreds of details” from
a potential borrower (Gough, 2016) so as to “provide
a 360 degree portrait of the borrowers’ personal lives”
(Y. Wang, 2016).
Advertisers and marketers, in addition to credit rat-
ing and reporting businesses, are after the opportunities
of targeted marketing offered by vast volumes of per-
sonal data. On the one hand, social media have become
the virtual “town square” for advertising and marketing,
and China is catching up on using big data to manage
customer relationship. Major brands including Burberry,
Mercedes-Benz, Michael Kors, Yves Saint Laurent, Kate
Spade, and Montblanc have all been utilizing data gen-
erated from messaging applications like WeChat (Heine,
2016). On the other hand, large amounts of personal in-
formation from dubious sources are sold to marketers
and advertisers, sometimes at very low prices (Han Li,
2014). Chinese consumers are bombarded by marketing
calls, messages, and emails, which appear to know ex-
actly what they need at the moment (Han Li, 2014; Qiu,
2014). Illegal acquisition and transfer of personal data
are not confined to underground organizations. In 2013,
a Dunn & Bradstreet Corp’s subsidiary in Shanghai was
fined onemillion yuan (US$145,000) and four executives
were jailed for illegally purchasing large volumes of per-
sonal data and selling them to advertisers (Chu, 2013;
Dong, 2012). In spite of repeated lawmaking and polic-
ing efforts, the trading of illegally obtained personal data
persists, partly because themarket demand for such data
is very strong (Ni, 2014).
Apart from legitimate businesses, personal data also
have other buyers. Documented public sale of personal
data can be traced back to 2006, when awebsite claimed
to have personal information, including phone numbers,
addresses, marital status, etc., on 90 million people and
offered to sell to anyone with a cell phone (Zhu, 2006).
In the 2010s and with astronomical amounts of personal
data flowing on the Internet, personal information be-
comes the target of rampant criminal activities. In the
words of a researcher, cases of fraud, blackmail, rape,
and kidnapping that can be attributed to personal infor-
mation leakage “are not even news” in present-day China
(Han Li, 2014). In 2016 alone, Chinese police cracked
more than 1,800 criminal cases involving illegal acquisi-
tion and trading of personal data (Xinhua News Agency,
2016). Among other crimes, personal data and informa-
tion are used widely in various fraudulent activities. In
2016, a fraudulent phone call won the trust of an 18-
year-old because it knew all the details of her applica-
tion for financial aid for college. Having lost the family’s
years of savings for her college expenses, Xv Yuyu had a
heart attack and died (X. Wang, 2016). Personal data in
China call for effective regulation, to which the next sec-
tion will turn.
3. The Development and Transformation of Laws and
Regulations
China has a large number of laws and regulations that
pertain to personal data protection. A researcher work-
ing at the Ministry of Industry and Information Tech-
nologies (MIIT) counts about 40 laws (enacted by the
National People’s Congress [NPC], the supreme legisla-
ture), 30 regulations (promulgated by the State Coun-
cil, the cabinet-style central government), and 200 lower-
level rules that protect personal information (Guo &Wu,
2012). These laws and regulations scatter in a number
of industrial and social sectors without a coherent struc-
ture, creating problems for law enforcement, the indus-
try, as well as individuals seeking protection.
A key issue is the growth of privacy law in China. In
the Chinese context, privacy is “a sweeping term encom-
passing everything from the quest for personal dignity
and safety to the growing sense of political participation”
(Yuan, Feng, & Danowski, 2013, p. 1029). Privacy-related
clauses in Chinese Constitutions and laws have a long
history. As early as 1954, the first Constitution of the
People’s Republic of China explicitly protected individ-
ual’s residence and mail’s security in Article 90. Starting
the 1980s, laws, regulations, and the Supreme People’s
Court’s (SPC, the supreme judicial organ) opinions grad-
ually built up China’s privacy law. The Tort Liability Law
of 2009 formally recognizes the right to privacy, and an
SPC Judicial Interpretation in 2014 (Rules Concerning Sev-
eral Issues in the Adjudication of Civil Cases of Infringe-
ment on Personal Rights through Information Networks)
defines the scope of private information in the digital set-
ting as well as exemptions of privacy infringement. As
part of contemporary Chinese law that “has developed
perhaps faster than any legal system in history” (Lieb-
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man, 2011, p. 167), privacy law in China has had dramatic
growth in a short amount of time.
However, a large part of privacy law has little to do
with personal data. Significant attention in privacy law
development is devoted to line-drawing between pri-
vate information that a person rightfully expects to keep
undisclosed, and other information that one does not
mind sharing. For example, an individual’s medical his-
tory is protected under privacy law, but the same rules
may not work to keep her/his shopping preferences se-
cret, since the two types of information are very differ-
ent. An important case in Internet privacy, Wang Fei v.
Zhang Leyi (2008), is about whether and how details
of one’s personal life can be published on the Internet.
Yet its rules do not apply to a case in which telemar-
keters learn about one’s need for baby clothes, since hav-
ing a newborn in the family is not information unwill-
ing to share. As Nissenbaum (2010) points out, “the pri-
vate/public dichotomy” and “the attempt to define a cat-
egory of sensitive information” (p. 232) are largely irrele-
vant in matters of data privacy. In relation to Chinese law,
LimingWang (2012) argues that there are four significant
differences between privacy and personal data protec-
tion. Notably, privacy is about preventing disclosure of
certain facts, but personal data protection is about the
control and exploitation of information that may or may
not beprivate.While they do sharemuch in common, the
protection of privacy “may fare far better” than personal
data protection under Chinese law, since they rely on dif-
ferent mechanisms (de Hert & Papakonstantinou, 2015,
p. 14). The law of personal data protection in China has
distinctive features and structure of its own.
Among the two hundred plus laws, regulations, and
rules on personal data protection before November
2016, five laws/regulations are noteworthy. In Decem-
ber 2012, the Standing Committee of the NPC passed the
Decision on Strengthening Network Information Protec-
tion (2012 Decision). Enacted by the permanent body of
the supreme legislature, 2012 Decision sets forth a pre-
liminary framework for personal data protection on the
Internet. It recognizes that there are two types of per-
sonal data: those that lead to identification of individu-
als and those pertinent to individual privacy. It stipulates
that the collection of personal data must be “legal, le-
gitimate, and necessary (hefa, zhengdang, biyao)”, and
that the methods of data collection and utilization must
be open and published. It also requires Internet service
providers and governmental employees to ensure that
personal data under their control be kept secure.
In 2013, an amendment to the Consumer Rights Pro-
tection Law created protection for consumer data and in-
formation. It incorporates the NPC’s 2012 Decision and
spells out a number of principles of personal data pro-
tection (Gao &O’Sullivan-Gavin, 2015). Its Article 14 stip-
ulates that the protection of consumers’ personal infor-
mation is on a par with the protection of “human dig-
nity (renge zunyan)”. Article 29 stipulates that the collec-
tion of personal information must be “legal, legitimate,
and necessary” (principles from the 2012Decision),must
obtain prior consent, and must take security measures
to prevent leakage. In addition, Article 56 treats the in-
fringement of personal data security the same as a num-
ber of fraudulent and deceptive commercial activities,
which are subject to administrative penalties including
fines and forced shutdowns.
The MIIT’s Information Security Technology—
Guidelines for Personal Information Protection Within
Information System for Public and Commercial Services
(2013 Guidelines), effective in 2013, is another notewor-
thy rule-making effort. It aims to create a systematic
framework of personal data protection in computer and
information networks. 2013 Guidelines draws a line be-
tween “personal sensitive information” and “personal
general information”, the former referring to informa-
tion that “would have an adverse impact on the sub-
ject of personal information if disclosed or altered” in-
cluding one’s ID card number (similar to social security
number in the US), biometric information, etc. It sets
forth eight “basic principles”, including personal con-
sent, public notification, and minimum sufficiency, that
govern the whole process of personal data collection
and processing. Overall, the 2013 Guidelines has a “very
careful structure and considerable detail”, suggesting
that “China is moving away from having a patchwork of
largely unrelated sectoral data privacy laws (somewhat
like the US) toward a more coherent structure” (Green-
leaf & Tian, 2013, p. 6). However, it is not backed by law
enforcement but asks for voluntary industrial coopera-
tion. Issued inNovember 2012 as a voluntary compliance
guide with a GB/Z serial number, it was required by law
to go through reevaluation in three years, which did not
happen on its expiration date in 2015 and rendered its
legal status uncertain.
The Administrative Regulations of the Credit Informa-
tion Industry of 2013, promulgated by the State Council,
is an important but often-neglected legal instrument that
governs personal data collection. Its definition of “credit
information activities (zhengxin yewu)” in Article 2 in-
cludes the collection, compiling, storing, processing, and
reporting of individual credit information, and its Arti-
cle 3 expressly prohibits infringement on privacy. It has
a full chapter, Chapter 3, which contains comprehensive
provisions on the handling of personal data as well as in-
dividual rights including access and rectification. Its au-
thority covers the rapidly growing industry of credit anal-
ysis and reporting, in which private businesses rely heav-
ily on data mining that often verge on privacy infringe-
ment. Given the ascending role of credit analysis busi-
nesses in the flow of personal data in China, the Admin-
istrative Regulations is not merely a sectoral legislation
but has a significant role in data privacy regulation as
a whole.
Another important personal data protection law is
China’s Criminal Law, which has two amendments over
the past decade that address personal data security. In
2009, the Seventh Amendment to the Criminal Law crim-
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inalized both “illegal sale and provision of personal infor-
mation” and “illegal acquisition of personal information”.
In 2015, the Ninth Amendment to the Criminal Law com-
bined the two into “infringement on personal informa-
tion” and raised the maximum penalty from three years
to seven years in jail. In the early 2010s, news coverage
of police crackdown on illegal acquisition and trading of
personal data abounds (see Ni, 2014; X. Wang, 2016; Xin-
hua News Agency, 2016). However, convictions of per-
sonal data-related crimes tend to be inconsistent and
too lenient to be effectively deterrent (Y. Li, 2016). Stat-
ics suggest that personal data leakage has continued to
grow. While the second half of 2013 witnessed 19.63 bil-
lion yuan (US$2.8 billion) of economic loss caused by per-
sonal information leakage (Qiu, 2014), that figure more
than doubled and jumped to 91.5 billion yuan (US$13.3
billion) during the one-year span from mid-2015 to mid-
2016 (Y. Li, 2016).
In November 2016, theNPC passed the Internet Secu-
rity Law, which will enter into force in June 2017. The law
has a full chapter, Chapter 4, devoted to personal data se-
curity. It inherits principles from the 2012 Decision and
significantly elaborates on a number of fronts.While “the
basics of international data protection are not unequiv-
ocally in place” in pre-2015 Chinese law (de Hert & Pa-
pakonstantinou, 2015, p. 6), the Internet Security Law
“systematically defines personal data protection” and is
“highly in line with (gaodu jiegui) international best prac-
tices and other countries’ laws and regulations on per-
sonal information protection” (Deloitte, n.d.). By compar-
ing the law with the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) Privacy Framework, consultancy Deloitte (n.d.) ar-
gues that all nine principles of the APEC Framework, in-
cluding “preventing harm”, “notice”, and “collection lim-
itations”, are fully realized in Chinese law. As a newly
minted statute not yet enforced, its role and implica-
tions in China’s digital data protection system remain to
be seen.
4. Discussion
Personal data protection in China is a legal issue as well
as a market issue. It is about individual’s life tranquility
as well as a bulging industrial sector that increasingly
see personal data and information as key economic re-
sources. In the words of Ant Financial Services’ chief
technology officer, users’ personal information, includ-
ing family, career, online shopping and payment history,
are “oil and gold of the future (weilai de shiyou huangjin)”
(Xie, 2015). The regulation of personal data is, among
other things, market regulation of a key economic re-
source and needs to be assessed accordingly.
To define and to protect personal data is to draw a
line between acceptable commercial practices and in-
dividual control over information on her/his life. From
the perspective of market forces seeking to utilize per-
sonal data, less control by individuals means fewer re-
strictions on their business practices. Thus, lawmaking is
not a context-free process but a balancing act between
two conflicting interests. Between these two, market-
oriented interests have ample support from the Chi-
nese state, which has persistently pushed for economic
growth in Internet-related sectors. Moreover, China has
recently called for intensified integration of digital tech-
nology in the economy through the so-called “Internet
Plus” strategy, unveiled in Premier Li Keqiang’s Govern-
mental Work Report in 2015 and with emphases on
big data, e-commerce, and Internet finance. In contrast,
the ideological and policy basis for protecting individual
control over her/his life details is not well-articulated.
While the basis of EU’s personal data regime is human
rights protection (de Hert & Papakonstantinou, 2015),
China seems speechless on why individuals can control
information on who they are and what they do. Major
laws and regulations, including the Internet Security Law,
2012 Decision, and 2013 Guidelines, shun away from ar-
ticulating their raison d’être. An interesting exception is
the Consumer Rights Protection Law,which claims to pro-
tect consumers’ “human dignity” but does not elaborate.
In the face of aggressive, market-oriented exploitation of
personal data, it remains to be seen how the lack of a
well-articulated ideological basis for data protectionmay
impact future law and policy-making.
As a matter of fact, on-going commercial experi-
ments on personal data in China are already beyond
what would be tolerated under the laws of major West-
ern countries. Social media companies in the West have
long been eyeing the possibilities of mining user data
for credit analysis. For example, Mark Zuckerberg, chair-
man and CEO of Facebook, holds a patent that “allows
lenders to assess creditworthiness based on the credit
ratings of people in a borrower’s network” (Demos &
Seetharaman, 2016). It was regulatory concerns, notably
a report by the Federal Trade Commission, that put a halt
to the emerging business practice (Demos & Seethara-
man, 2016). Meanwhile, however, business models that
would “fail miserably” under US law are thriving in China
(Kapron, 2016). One of the pioneer players in big data-
based credit analysis, ZestFinance, has founded a joint-
venture with a leading Chinese online retailer, JD.com,
to offer credit-analysis service to lenders all over China
(Lohr, 2015). It seems that the Chinese government re-
cently became aware of the situation. Having asked eight
private non-banking businesses to prepare for credit re-
porting operations in early 2015, the People’s Bank of
China has not issued any license under the Administra-
tive Regulations of the Credit Information Industry as
expected. Instead, the central bank issued a regulatory
guidance in late 2015 out of data privacy concerns (Mei
& Liu, 2015). Among other things, the guidance requires
a credit reporting business, once licensed, to make a se-
curity deposit of at least five million yuan (US$725,000)
for possible damages and liabilities to privacy-infringed
individuals (Mei & Liu, 2015). Nevertheless, no specific
market policies have been formulated to draw a line be-
tween what can and cannot be done, while private busi-
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nesses including Alibaba and Tencent are moving fast on
their experimentations.
Current Chinese law and enforcement do not seem
ready to regulate the collection and trading of personal
data as a key economic resource. For “oil and gold” of the
future, the regulatory status quo seriously lacks strength
and effectiveness. Scattered in a number of laws and reg-
ulations, personal data protection does not have a cen-
tralized enforcement mechanism (Greenleaf, 2014, pp.
191–226). It is only through a reading of a multitude
of legal instruments that one can find a “cumulative ef-
fect” of data protection in the absence of an overarch-
ing framework (deHert&Papakonstantinou, 2015, p. 22).
The enforcement of existing laws and regulations, includ-
ing the Criminal Law, does not offer sufficient protection
or show much deterrent power, as the court tends to be
very lenientwith personal data-related crimes. In spite of
rampant data security problems, the number of criminal
convictions between 2010 and 2015 was very small (Lin
Wang, 2015). While an amendment to the Criminal Law
in 2015 increased maximum jail time from three years to
seven years, the most severe conviction between 2015
and 2016 only handed down a two-year sentence with a
two-year probation (Y. Li, 2016), which means the perpe-
trator will not be jailed unless she/he commits another
crime during the probationary period. As a senior official
at the Ministry of Public Security points out, the “costs”
of such crimes are very low (Ni, 2014).
Another problem is the security of databases under
the control of governmental agencies and public institu-
tions. Chinese laws and regulations on personal data tend
to target private enterprises, and seldom impose similar
restrictions on the government (de Hert & Papakonstanti-
nou, 2015). The legitimacy of governmental collection
of personal data is often taken for granted (Wu, 2014).
Moreover, the law often expressly requires Internet ser-
vice providers to hand data over to the government in
broadly defined scenarios. China’s governmental agen-
cies and public institutions (e.g., universities and schools)
have compiled tremendous volumes of personal infor-
mation with minimum constraints from law or through
self-regulation. While 72.5 percent of commercial web-
sites in China have some kind of privacy disclosure notice
(Stanaland & Lwin, 2013), Chinese governmental sites
generally do not have privacy policies or notices (Shan,
2008). These databases are often vulnerable in the face
of profit-driven activities. In spite of a number of laws,
including the Criminal Law, that prohibit governmental
and public employees from disclosing personal informa-
tion under their control, many data-related crimes rely
on “insiders (neigui)” working in schools, state-owned
banks and telecommunication companies, and the po-
lice (X. Wang, 2016). Another key threat comes from
hacking and various theft techniques widely employed
in China’s Internet-based underground economy (Zhuge,
Gu, Duan, & Roberts, 2015), since a large portion of per-
sonal data crimes start with hacking online databases (X.
Wang, 2016; Xinhua News Agency, 2016).
5. Conclusion
In China, growing market demand for personal informa-
tion and the availability of large data pools on digital plat-
forms give rise to both legitimate and illegitimate data
collection activities. The current legal framework, with
some uncertainties from the new Internet Security Law,
is inadequate for the regulation of personal data as a crit-
ical economic resource.
This research focuses on the law of personal data
as market regulation. A future research project can ex-
plore more on the ideological and political aspects. In
addition to surveillance issues (Clover, 2016; Fry, 2015;
The Economist, 2016b), it will be interesting to see when
and how China, moving towards a centralized and more
coherent regulatory structure (Gao & O’Sullivan-Gavin,
2015; Greenleaf, 2014, pp. 191–226), may come up with
an overarching rationale for personal data protection.
As de Hert and Papakonstantinou (2015) point out, cur-
rent laws tend to treat individuals as consumers and sub-
ject data protection to e-commerce growth. The new In-
ternet Security Law, however, places personal data un-
der a broadly defined notion of “security”, which cov-
ers infrastructure security, network sovereignty, and na-
tional security. It remains to be seen how this new ap-
proach may contribute to the shaping of an overarch-
ing framework. Another noteworthy topic is data privacy
and China’s anti-corruption campaign. The Chinese gov-
ernment devoted significant attention to the drafting of
the Personal Data Protection Law during the 2000s, but
the bill never entered the legislative pipeline partly due
to resistance from some members of the bureaucracy.
Some argue that a comprehensive personal data legisla-
tion must incorporate a definition of privacy that treats
private persons and public figures differently (Hou, 2016;
Lv, 2010), which was sternly opposed by governmental
officials unwilling to disclose their property and finan-
cial information (C. Li, 2010; Lv, 2010). The Internet Se-
curity Law, focusing on data security and leakage pre-
vention, does not address the issue. Whether a stand-
alone personal data law will be enacted in the future,
how it will define personal data and privacy, and how
China’s anti-corruption endeavors may impact legal de-
velopment, will worth scholarly attention.
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